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CONWEIGH LAUNCHES conWEIGHr MOBILE DECK 

Where there is a flat rack, you can build a Mobile Deck 

 
Brisbane, QLD — Australian weighing solutions provider Conweigh has released its latest innovation, the conWEIGHr Mobile Deck, 

that transforms everyday single-purpose flat racks into 40T weighing platforms through the conWEIGHr Weighing Pedestals.  
 
What makes onsite weighbridges out of reach for most companies is the painfully expensive installation and upkeep costs that come 
with having an onsite heavy weighing system.  
 
With the Mobile Deck, Conweigh offers a low-cost alternative that is as accessible as a flat rack. Any shipper and transporter can easily 
build their very own 40T weight verification platform and benefit from enormous savings due to the low equipment, setup, and 
maintenance costs. 
 

 
 

The Mobile Deck assembled from a platform container, weighing a loaded flat rack container (left) and machinery (right). 

 
 
And not just flat racks: any 20ft and 40ft platform container or even open-side containers are perfectly compatible with the conWEIGHr 
pedestals to create a Mobile Deck for high-volume onsite container and cargo weight verification. 
 
The modular nature of the Mobile Deck system makes it easy to assemble and disassemble in half an hour. Because it can be set up 
on almost any terrain, relocating temporary or permanent Mobile Decks will not require hardstand, footings, or any construction works. 
Moreover, the Conweigh Equipment Verification Exchange program (Ver-Exchange) ensures your conWEIGHr pedestals stay verified 
and accurate without costly downtime. 
 
Mobile Deck 4-step demo video: http://www.conweigh.net/mobile-deck-video  
 
The conWEIGHr weighing pedestals are NMI Trade Approved and Verified to Class III weighing equipment, which is the same 
measurement accuracy and certification as large weighbridges. 
 
As soon as a container or individual cargo is lowered on the Deck, the pedestals instantly measure weight and transmit weight data to 
the Conweigh mobile app for it to generate and email weight certificates to the customer's chosen recipients. 
 
As legislations continue to tighten and change the competitive landscape for shipping and transport companies, Conweigh strives to 
develop and provide Australian and international customers with high-impact and future-proof tools for them to become leaders of a 
safe and efficiently-operating supply chain and logistics industry. 
 
For more information about the conWEIGHr Mobile Deck, visit http://www.conweigh.net/mobile-deck 

 
About Conweigh: Conweigh is an innovator and provider of complete weighing solutions founded in 2015 to help logistics companies 

secure Verified Gross Mass (VGM) weight certificates and/or Container Weight Declarations (CWD) for their shipping containers and 
heavy machinery as required by road and maritime laws. Conweigh's all-in-one solution is comprised of industry-new weighing 
equipment, mobile apps, and a VGM cloud platform. https://www.conweigh.net  
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